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Inventory Management 
 

Have firm control over your inventory… 

Control of inventory and pricing enables you to better manage your business.  This course develops 

skills in the creation of inventory items; assigning price levels; performing serial or lot tracking on 

appropriate items; enter adjustments to stock levels; performing stocktakes and enquiring and 

reporting on items. 

 

Duration: Full Day  
Cost: $1680 + GST + Travel  
Additional Manuals +$50 per attendee 
 

Who Should Attend: 
- Data entry clerks, administrators, office managers, 
CEOs, and anyone needing to understand Inventory 
Management. 
 
Pre-Requisites: 
- Windows knowledge. 
- Introduction to Microsoft Dynamics GP. 
 

 List features available in the Inventory Control module. 

 Understand the numerous setup options available in Inventory Management. 

 Identify the most appropriate way to create copy and maintain items and kits and multi-bins. 

 Create item classes and setup default posting accounts for items. 

 Enter serial or lot numbered items. 

 Review and adjust quantities for item/site combinations, adjust costs and reconcile item quantities. 

 Create Price Lists for Items. 

 Utilise a range of enquiry windows to view transaction, item receipts, serial and lot tracking, item 
stock/allocation information. 

 Understand the different types of transactions and windows used for posting an inventory 
transaction, inventory transfer and inventory variance. 

 Process a complete stocktake from the printing of reports to posting variances. 

 Complete a period end identifying the most efficient way to correct errors. 

 Print a variety of reports to view inventory information including the use of date ranges, report 
groups, smartlists, and adding report options to My Reports. 

 

Professional Advantage training is costed in either half or full day sessions.  Half day (approx 4 hrs) and full day (approx 7.5 

hrs) training sessions may vary in length depending on competencies required by the customer.  Room hire available upon 

request. 

For additional information regarding this course, please email mstraining@pa.com.au 
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